**Support Pylons**

- Koensayr R200 Ion Jet Engines (2)
- Sensor Array Dome Covering (2)
- Fabritech ANx-y Sensor Array (2)
- Koensayr R300-H Hyperdrive

**Primary Sensor Array**

- Taim & Bak IX4 Laser Cannon (2)*
- Primary Sensor Array**
- with Computer Targeting System***

**Power Generation**

- Novalex Power Generator
- Chimpan Deflector Shield Generator
- Thiodyne 03-R Cryogenic Power Cells

**Exhaust and Thrusting**

- Exhaust Nacelle
- Thruster Control Jets

**Armament**

- ArMek SW-4 Ion Cannons (on rotating turret)
- ArMek SW-4 Ion Cannons (on rotating turret)
- Transparisteel Canopy
- Two Arakyd Flex Tube Proton Torpedo Launchers

**Critical Components**

- Steering Plates
- Disk Vectrals
- Engine Pylon
- Astromech Droid

*Alternate configurations may mount Taim & Bak KX5 Laser Cannons

**Combines Fabritech ANc-5d unit with long range PTDA #PA-9 and short range PTAG #PG-7u units.

**Combines Fabritech ANc-2.7 tracking computer and SI 5g7 "Quickscan" vector imaging system.